An Embedding of First-Order Modal Logic with
Admissible Semantics into Many Sorted Logic

1 Introduction
The expressive power of modal propositional languages has been investigated in detail by 'modal
correspondence theory' and, as a result, its relationship to the expressivity of rstorder and
secondorder languages may pass as wellunderstood. In contrast, the situation for modal predicate logic (QML) is completely dierent. Extending modal correspondence theory to quantied
modal logic proved to be much more dicult [6]. In consequence of this impediment, the relation
between rstorder modal languages and their extensional counterparts - this time two-sorted
rst-order languages with variables for both individuals and worlds - has been less explored.
Moreover, it is a fact that rstorder modal languages occur almost everywhere. Especially in
several philosophical disciplines they are used as an important technical instrument.
This work will be concerned with the translation of quantied modal logic embedded with a
general semantic (QML-G) -a kind of admissible semantics- [5], [4], into a many-sorted language.
Our proposal follows the method of Maria Manzano, [3], [2], where the signature of the logic XL
under consideration is transformed into a many-sorted structure, by translating the expressions
of XL to the many-sorted logic MSL and the very structures of XL are changed to many-sorted
structures.
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3 Modal Logic in Many-Sorted Logic
The expressive power of predicate modal language can be studied by using the standard techniques for modal propositional logics. In this case, a two-sorted language (with variables for
individuals and worlds), is used to establish the correspondence between logics; a predicate
interpreting the accessibility relation and predicates of
predicate of arity
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Standard translation

The standard translation expresses in rst order the truth conditions for modal formulas .

4 The formal many-sorted language MSL
Now let us briey describe, in accordance with [2], the formal language we will consider, bearing
in mind that we want to translate QML-G into this logic.
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1. SORT is the set dened above.
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5 Adding propositions
Our rst purported modication for this language concerns the set of types, following ideas of
Gallin [1], but without explicitly appealing to an intensional type. Thus, we can go by adding
propositions, which are the kind of things expressed by a formula A, when its variables are
instantiated.
As a result, we can dene the set

P ROP ⊆ 2D1

as a non-empty set of propositions in the

standard sense. Consequently, if PROP is always a non-empty set of propositions, we count
now with a devise to dene in the many-sorted structure what is a proposition and what is a
set of admissible propositions. Propositional function can be introduced also in this way.
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